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ABSTRACT 

The innovation of hybrid halide perovskite solar cells has gained a noticeable 

advancement in the domain of photovoltaics. Despite of this upsurge in performance and 

its low cost, the materials that constitute a solar cell have different stability issues which 

hinder its performance and its commercialization. The hole transport layer is considered 

one of the most important material in perovskite solar cells. It plays a role in performance 

optimization, reducing recombination of charge carriers and aligning energy level with 

the contact layers. Besides hole transport layer, the perovskite methylammonium lead 

iodide itself is known be unstable at different temperatures, and, as a result, the device 

suffers from degradation. Temperature stability has also been associated with the phase 

change of the perovskite crystal structure. Moreover, the ions that constitute the 

perovskite layer are also known to be mobile which can have positive or negative effects 

to device performance.  This work will investigate an organic polymer Poly[bis(4-

phenyl)(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)amine as a hole transport layer in methylammonium lead 

iodide perovskite solar cell. The devices made with this hole transport layer should 

enhance the device performance and even maintain its easy fabrication methods. The hole 

transport layer was first characterized for its physical and electrical properties after which 

the performance of the photovoltaic device was measured under standard AM1.5G solar 

illumination. The performance parameters were obtained by fitting the current-voltage 

curve employing a two-diode model. Device performance was also tested at different 

temperatures, which showed the phase transition of perovskite from orthorhombic to 



 

xiv 

tetragonal to cubic in the temperature range less than 165 K to 165 K to 327 K to 

temperature greater than 327 K respectively. Stability tests with light soaking and 

electrical biasing revealed that the degradation in device performance is indeed reversible 

due to ion-migration.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

 Solar power is an important source of energy which can be utilized in producing 

electricity, heating, and cooling effects when desired. The energy radiating from the sun 

can be harnessed using different methods. More importantly, the energy we receive from 

the sun is renewable. We have been using fuels, coal, gas and oil, to create energy; all of 

which are non-renewable. The sun produces electromagnetic radiation which can be 

directly utilized to produce electricity. This process is known as Photovoltaic (PV) effect. 

When the right semiconducting materials are incorporated together to form a working 

device, this device produces electric current when exposed to the light (electromagnetic 

radiation) from the sun. The electrical energy can be used to power electrical equipment 

and also to recharge a cell.   

 The PV effect was discovered by the French Scientist Edmond Becquerel in 1839[1] 

in his father’s laboratory when experimenting with coating silver chloride on platinum 

electrodes. Current and Voltage were generated when the electrodes were illuminated 

with light. The first solar cell was created by a New York scientist Charles Fritts. The 

invention was possible by coating selenium with a thin layer of gold. However, the power 

conversion efficiency (PCE) of this solar cell was only 2%.[2] The efficiency of the solar 

cell made it impossible for practical uses. In 1954, scientists Gerald L. Pearson, Daryl M. 

Chapin and Calvin S. Fuller at Bell Laboratories replaced the use of selenium with silicon 

and made the first solar cell that had a PCE of 6%.[3] This led to the start in research and 

advancement of solar cells and their application in spacecrafts, household, military and 

commercial areas.  
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National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has been maintaining a chart[4] 

since 1974 which shows the progress in PCE of different solar cell technologies. The 

chart in Figure 1 shows that there is a slow increase in efficiency among various modules. 

But we can see that there is an exception among the modules: Perovskite Solar cells. 

There is a sharp rise in PCE for Perovskite Solar cells, which is of much interest and the 

center of this work. 

  

 

1.2 History of Perovskite and its properties 

 Perovskite is a class of materials which was first discovered in 1839 at the Ural 

Mountains in Russia by Gustav Rose and Lev Perovski. The mineral which was 

discovered consists of calcium titanate (CaTiO3) whose structure is now known as 

perovskite structure. Any crystalline material whose cubic unit cell consists of ABX3, 

where A and B are cation type molecules and X represents anion type molecules[5] is 

Figure 1: NREL Efficiency Chart [4] 
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known as a Perovskite. The structure of perovskite is shown in Figure 2. In the figure, the 

red sphere denotes X atoms, blue the B atoms and green spheres are A atoms. Perovskites 

have been extensively studied since the 1940s because of their various physical properties 

such as superconductivity, magnetoresistance, ferromagnetism, piezoelectric effect, 

thermo electric effect, and of major importance in this work, their photovoltaic 

properties.  

 

Figure 2: Crystal structure of Perovskite [5] 

  

There is a unitless constant associated with the crystal structure of a perovskite, 

namely the Goldschmidt relationship. This relationship gives the information regarding 

the crystallographic stability of a perovskite structure. The relationship is given by a 

tolerance factor ‘t’: 

 𝑡 =
𝑅! + 𝑅"

%2(𝑅# + 𝑅")
 

 

                                       (1) 

 

 Where, 𝑅!, 𝑅# and  𝑅" are the radii of ionic molecules A, B and X respectively. For 

an ideal perovskite the value of tolerance factor is 1. But, in practice a stable hybrid 
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perovskite (HP) structure has a tolerance factor of 0.89 < 𝑡 < 1.[6]  

 Hybrid Halide Perovskite was firstly synthesized by Dieter Weber. He was able to 

successfully describe the crystal structure but lacked to describe its electronic property. 

He concluded in his work that the material was insulating.[7] It was in 1999 that a more 

overall modern comprehensive study was done by David Mitzi of IBM. He made a lot of 

material science progress but, was not able to realize the potential photovoltaic 

application of HP.[8] The first use of hybrid halide perovskite for photovoltaics was done 

by Kojima et al. in 2009[9]. Methylammonium lead bromide (CH3NH3PbBr3) and 

Methylammonium Lead Iodide (CH3NH3PbI3) were used to construct a working 

photovoltaic cell. They yielded a PCE of 3.13% and 3.81% respectively. Then, perovskite 

quantum dot synthesized solar cells were made by Park et al. which had a PCE of 

6.5%.[10] Since then, the same concept has been improved and further utilized to 

produce PV cell using hybrid halide perovskite which has reached a maximum PCE of 

23.7% in the present day.[4] Now that a brief history of perovskite has been discussed, 

the properties of hybrid halide perovskites and its anatomy in PV cells will be explained 

in the next section.  

 

1.3 Perovskite in solar cells: optoelectronic properties and anatomy 

In the structure of perovskite, the cation ‘A’ is located at the center. The organic 

cation can be either methylammonium (MA), formamidinium (FA) and 

phenylammonium (PhA). The metal cation ‘B’ can be Lead (Pb) or Tin (Sn) and the 

halide anions ‘X’ can the Chlorine ‘Cl’, Iodine ‘I’ or Bromine ‘Br’.[11] These molecules 

when combined together can absorb from visible to near infrared range (350 – 950 
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nm).[12] The change in cation or the changing or mixing of the halide ion causes the 

onset of the absorption to change. This is depicted in Figure 3[13]. This onset in 

absorption means that by changing or mixing the molecules, the bandgap of a perovskite 

can be tuned. Studies have shown that the bandgap of perovskite can be tuned within a 

range of 1.3 eV to 2.3 eV.[14]  

 

 

Hybrid halide perovskites have been mostly used in optoelectronic devices such as 

photovoltaic cells and light emitting diodes (LED). In this work, methylammonium lead 

iodide (CH3NH3PbI3) will be used for its PV properties. We use CH3NH3PbI3 because the 

bandgap of the material is 1.52 eV [13]. This is close to the energy required to maximize 

the power absorption of the solar spectrum, i.e at 1.34 eV.[15] Moreover, perovskite 

absorber layer which is less than 500nm thick, can absorb enough sunlight to achieve a 

Figure 3: Absorption spectra of various Hybrid Perovskite [13] 
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PCE of about 15%. A layer this thin means that the device can be lightweight, has low 

fabrication costs and can be potentially flexible. Hybrid perovskites have optical 

absorption close and even better than first- and second-generation absorbers such as 

Silicon (Si) and Gallium Arsenide (GaAs). Perovskite and GaAs are direct bandgap 

materials and Hybrid Perovskites have superior optical absorption to that of Si and GaAs 

because their Valance Band Maximum (VBM) and Conduction Band Minimum (CBM) 

are formed from mixing of Pb s, I p and Pb b orbitals respectively. This fact enables the 

Density Of State (DOS) to be high, as the p-orbital is degenerate having six states, m= -

1,0 and 1. Each of these states have a factor of two associated with the spin making a 

total of six states in the p-orbital.[16]  This fact elucidates that perovskites have high 

optical absorption.  

 

Figure 4: Optical absorption of Si, GaAs and Hybrid Perovskite [16] 

To incorporate this perovskite in an organic perovskite solar cell, there are two 

architectures, namely: (a) planar n-i-p, or conventional, and (b) planar p-i-n, or inverted, 

solar cell. The schematics of both architecture are shown in Figure 5a and 5b 
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respectively.[17] The solar cells produced for this work will have inverted structure.  

For a proper functionality of a solar cell, the sunlight should be able to reach the 

perovskite layer. Hence, the cathode or anode for conventional or planar structure should 

be transparent to the incoming radiation. This requirement enforces that the electrode on 

glass should be able to transmit the light within wavelength range from 400nm to 800nm. 

So, a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) such as indium tin oxide (ITO) is required. For 

electrical contact the back-side electrode can be any metal, gold (Au), aluminum (Al), or 

copper (Cu). Now, the radiation passes through hole transport material (HTM) or hole 

transport layer (HTL), which is spin coated on top of the TCO. By the name, this layer 

must effectively transmit the incoming light and should have high hole mobility and a 

very high conduction band offset so that it does not allows the electrons to pass 

through.[18][19]  

As the light is now absorbed by the perovskite layer, the layer above it, the electron 

transport material (ETM) or electron transport layer (ETL) does not need to be 

Figure 5: Perovskite solar cell device structure (a) conventional and (b) inverted [17] 
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transparent.  In difference to the HTL, the ETL should have high electron mobility, a high 

electron concentration large valance band offset to block the holes and to effectively 

allow transmission of electrons. [18][19] In other PV technologies, such as Silicon, p-

type or n-type doping is done in order to create a built-in electric field. This would be an 

easy way to extract charge carriers out of the intrinsic layer and achieve high efficiency, 

as a p-n junction has higher PCE limit than a p-i-n structure.[20] However, this cannot be 

realized in Perovskite PV as no reliable doping strategy for Hybrid perovskite solar cells 

has yet been implemented. There have been certain attempts[21][22]  to do so, one of 

them is by ion implantation. But this process requires high temperature treatment which 

hybrid perovskites cannot withstand. Hence, the use of a HTL and ETL is necessary in 

perovskite solar cells to extract the carriers from the Hybrid perovskite layer.  

The perovskite layer is spin coated on top of the HTL. The perovskite layer has a 

polycrystalline morphology. Further details on the spin coating processes of the HTL, 

perovskite films and thermal evaporation of ETL, and the materials used for this work 

will be discussed in the device fabrication section. Also, the functionality of a solar cell 

with an appropriate model with the performance parameters will be explained in the next 

section.  
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1.4 Working Mechanism of a Solar cell  

This section will focus on the working principle of solar cell when perovskite is 

incorporated with other layers to make a full device. A device that is capable of 

converting the light energy to electricity by photovoltaic effect is known as a solar cell. 

Generally, it is a semiconductor device also synonymously called a photodiode. After the 

generation of electron-hole pair in the intrinsic layer, they are collected by the front and 

back contacts. The current produced during this process is called photogenerated current. 

Moreover, the p layer and n layer are heavily doped with respective charge carriers which 

create a high electric field in the intrinsic layer, in our case, the perovskite which is fully 

depleted. The basic operation of a solar cell is shown in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6: Working mechanism of a solar cell [23] 

 

The role of excitons is often scrutinized in various Hybrid Perovskites. They are 

bound electron hole pairs which are created when a photon interacts with the crystal. 

They are electrically neutral, and their transport mechanism is based on diffusion rather 

than drift. Moreover, at room temperature under 1-sun illumination intensity there are 
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very few numbers of excitons and the exciton binding energy is only 10meV which is 

much smaller than the thermal energy 25meV. This fact elucidates that they should 

quickly dissociate at room temperature. So, despite of having some effects on the 

absorption onset, they are not considered as major carriers.[24]  

When a photon is incident on a material and gets absorbed, the electrons get excited 

from the lower energy state and gets transferred to higher energy state. According to 

quantization of energy[25], the energy levels inside a material are quantized. The energy 

of the incident photon is given by the relationship:  

where c is the speed of light, h is Planck’s constant and l the wavelength of incident light 

in vacuum. Moreover, if the energy of the photon is insufficient to excite the electron, the 

photon is transmitted rather than absorbed by the material. The energy difference 

between the lower (valance band, Ev) and higher energy level (conduction band, Eg) is 

known as a band gap, Eg. This imposes a requirement that the incident photon must have 

an energy sufficient enough to transfer the excited electron to the higher states. The 

generated electron-hole pair is bound together by a coulombic force as they have opposite 

charge. The process of recombination involves the electron going back to a lower energy 

state which it left before in the valance band.  

There are mainly three basic types of recombination in a bulk semiconductor. They 

must be minimized in a solar cell as they cause a loss in current. In the case of radiative 

recombination, this process also causes the emission of a photon which has the energy 

corresponding to the band gap. This might be reduced through applying a bias voltage 

which separates the carriers. The radiative recombination process is also considered the 

 𝐸 = 	
ℎ𝑐
𝜆                                         (2) 
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most prevailing mechanism of recombination in direct bandgap semiconductors. 

However, in the case of perovskite solar cells, some studies have shown that the 

mechanism of radiative recombination is not a dominating recombination 

mechanism.[26][27] The mechanisms are shown in Figure 7. In contrast to these studies 

it has been reported that the ionic materials that constitute a hybrid halide perovskite can 

self-trap to form polarons. Large polarons are described to be quasiparticles that spread 

through the lattice and cause lattice distortion. This spreading of the polaron is thought to 

be the reason of suppressed band to band recombination in hybrid halide perovskites. [28] 

Due to the spin orbit coupling in hybrid halide perovskites, the splitting of bandgap at k-

point also causes the material to transition into a indirect bandgap material which slows 

down the recombination process.[29]  Photon recycling is also a prevalent mechanism in 

hybrid perovskites, in which, the band-to-band recombination results in an emission of 

photon which is again absorbed by the perovskite. This emission of photon also does not 

experience in any electrical resistivity losses.[30] Besides photon recycling, band-to-band 

recombination in perovskites is also believed to be suppressed due to the spontaneous 

polarization resulting in ferroelectric domain that separates the excited electron and hole 

pairs which, as a result, suppresses the band-to-band recombination.[31]  

There are also some other mechanisms of recombination that arise due to crystal 

defects. These defects give rise to what is called a trap state inside a material’s band gap. 

In the case of hybrid perovskites, defects or impurities are located in grain boundaries 

and at the surface of the film.[32][33][34] Moreover, the perovskite layer is usually 

sandwiched between an ETL and HTL. Besides the defect in crystal structure, some 

defects are present at the surface and the interface between the semiconductor. Discrete 
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energy levels are formed due to defects within the bulk and due to impurities. As the 

perovskite layer is grown by spin coating a solution, it is quite obvious for the layer to 

have visible defects such as pinholes or non-uniform coverage, but these can be mitigated 

by optimizing the growth parameters. However, defects such as interstitials, vacancies 

and point defects are not visible to bare eyes and are obviously present within the 

perovskite layer because of how it is processed. Yet Yin et al. [35]showed that the 

formation energy of the defects is relatively low (less than 0.05eV below CBM) and 

defects responsible for creating deep traps have high formation energy (above 2eV). This 

means the defects are not as bad compared to other disordered materials. Hence, the high 

formation energy for deep levels which is responsible for non-radiative recombination 

indicate that, CH3NH3PbI3 has less low non-radiative recombination. Also, the 

recombination mechanism can be attributed to the interface between transport layers 

which also act as recombination center for charges and some defects that gives rise to 

deep traps. Due to these states within the band gap, the electrons do not reach the valance 

band to recombine but reach the trap state at first and get transferred to the valance band 

later. This process is called Shockley-Read-Hall recombination.  Aside from these 

photophysical process in hybrid halide perovskite, small polarons have also been studied 

to better understand the recombination mechanism. These quasiparticles are located on a 

few lattice sites and control the charge carrier transport whose accumulation is believed 

to cause various trapping sites within the band structure of MAPI.[36][37]  Also the 

formation of small polaron happens in a large time scale which allows them to capture 

hole then electron then hole and so on.[37] Besides these two recombination mechanisms, 

there is one another mechanism that comprises three charge carriers.  This mechanism is 
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known as Auger recombination. The Auger recombination process is non-radiative, i.e. 

the energy from the recombination is given out to a third carrier in the conduction band. 

This electron then traverses back down to the conduction band edge. Auger 

recombination is only mostly considered in Silicon based solar cells as this process is 

caused by high carrier concentration and doping, [38]which is not dominant in hybrid 

perovskites. The recombination coefficients reported on various literatures for 

methylammonium lead iodide is tabulated in Table 1. These coefficients are obtained 

using different carrier injection conditions.  The mathematical quantity that describes the 

recombination process is known as the ideality factor. This parameter will be discussed in 

more detail while explaining the diode model for a solar cell.  

 

Figure 7: Recombination mechanism in a solar cell [38] 

Table 1: Recombination coefficients in MAPI [39][40] 

Mechanism Diode Ideality Factor Carrier 
Concentration 

Rate MAPI Values 
(cm3/s) 

Shockley-Read-Hall 
recombination 

1 or 2 n2 n2 . k2 0.6 • 10-6 - 10-10 

Band-to-band 
recombination 

1 n n . k1 15 • 10-6 - 10-10 

Auger recombination 3 n3 n3 . k3  10-10 - 1.6 • 10-28 
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There are certain parameters that can be extracted from a solar cell. The most 

important parameter is known as its power conversion efficiency. This PV-process in 

solar cell can be modeled by a circuit using a diode, and a series and shunt resistance. 

The equivalent model is shown in Figure 8. the current through the solar cell is given by 

the equation: 

 𝐽 = 𝐽$% − 𝐽& 0𝑒𝑥𝑝 4
𝑞𝑉
𝑛𝑘𝑇 − 1; −

𝑉 + 𝐽𝑅'
𝑅'%

<                                        (3) 

 

where, Jph is the photocurrent, Jo is the reverse saturation current, n is the ideality factor, 

RS and Rsh are the series and shunt resistance respectively and V the voltage applied 

across the solar cell. However, this model accounts only one ideality factor for the 

recombination process occurring within the solar cell. Because of this we will be using a 

two-diode model which is shown in Figure 8. This model includes two ideality factors 

which will try to elucidate the two types of recombination mechanisms for the solar cell 

fabricated in this work. The current from the solar cell using this model is given by:  

 𝐽 = 𝐽$% −
𝑉 + 𝐽𝑅(
𝑅)

− 𝐽*+ 4𝑒
𝑞(𝑉 + 𝐽𝑅()
𝑛+𝑘𝑇

− 1; − 𝐽*, 4𝑒
𝑞(𝑉 + 𝐽𝑅()
𝑛,𝑘𝑇

− 1;    (4) 

 

In this model, the current under illumination is given by JPH. The two diodes D1 and D2 

have corresponding current J1 and J2. The diode D1 is used to model radiative 

recombination, hence the ideality factor for it, 𝑛+ is 1. The diode D2 will be used to model 

Schockley-Read-Hall recombination. RS is the series resistance that will arise due to the 

different components in the device. The shunt resistance, RP, occurs due to unwanted 

shorting in the device. It serves as a low resistance path for charge carriers to conduct that 

is parasitic to photocurrent.[41] The external current and voltage is given by V and J 

respectively. J01 and J02 are the saturation current through diode D1 and D2 respectively. 
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 is also known as the thermal voltage.  

 There are certain parameters that are of interest in a solar cell. The short-circuit 

current JSC is the maximum current that can be obtained from a solar cell when the 

voltage across the device is zero. This parameter depends on the generation of 

photogenerated carriers. Another quantity of interest is the open circuit voltage that can 

 

Figure 8: Circuit model of a solar cell according to two-diode model [42] 

be obtained from a solar cell when the current is zero. For a single diode, it is given by 

the formula : 

 

Figure 9: J-V Characteristic of a solar cell [43] 

 𝑉&0 =
𝑛𝑘𝑇
𝑞 𝑙𝑛 4

𝐽$%
𝐽&
+ 1;                                          (5)                                                   
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where -.
/
	is the thermal voltage. We can see that it is a temperature dependent term. The 

dependent of open circuit voltage on temperature will also be investigated in this work. A 

typical Current-Voltage (J-V) characteristic of a solar cell is shown in Figure 9. When a 

solar cell is illuminated, the curve shifts down and generates power. The greater the 

illumination, the greater is the power generated from the solar cell. The power generated 

at both open circuit condition and short circuit condition is zero, as P=VI. So, to extract 

maximum power from a solar cell, the current and voltage have to have a certain 

magnitude. The fill factor (FF) is another term which is defined as the ratio of maximum 

power from a solar cell to the product of open circuit voltage and short circuit current. 

The FF is also a measure of squareness of the J-V curve. Mathematically, it is given as: 

 𝐹𝐹 =
𝑃123
𝐽'0𝑉&0

 

 

                                       (6) 

Now, the most important parameter, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) is 

defined as a ratio of generated power over the total power of solar spectrum received on 

Earth, Psol [44]. It is given by:  

 𝜂 =
𝑃123
𝑃45

=
𝐽'0𝑉&0𝐹𝐹
𝑃'&6

                                        (7) 

 

where, the magnitude of Psol is 100mW/cm2.[44] This magnitude of power is used to 

simulate irradiance, which is the standard spectrum that reaches the earth’s surface also 

known as AM 1.5G.[45]  
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The theoretical limit on maximum PCE[46] for a solar cell is known as Shockley-

Queisser (S-Q) limit. This was calculated by Hans-Joachim Queisser and named in the 

honor of Schokley for his work in the development of diode model which was based on 

the generation, recombination, and carrier transport equations. The S-Q limit will be 

discussed in short with some physical considerations: absorption loss, black-body 

radiation loss and radiative combination loss to determine the highest PCE achievable in 

a solar cell. The maximum achievable PCE as a function of the bandgap is shown below:  

 

Figure 10: S-Q limit curve [46] 

 

The S-Q limit for any solar cell has been calculated to be 33.7%.[46] The PCE is 

increasing with bandgap at low photon energy and decreases when the bandgap passes 

1.34 eV. It is smaller in practical devices as the HTL starts absorbing the incoming light 

which, as a result, does not reach the perovskite layer. For hybrid perovskites, the limit is 

30.1%.[47] But, till this date, the maximum reported efficiency is 25.2%.[4] So there is 

significant room for improvement. There are several ways to optimize the PCE, some of 
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them are tuning the bandgap by mixing halides in the perovskite layer, changing the ETL, 

use of a tandem structure, or use of another HTL. The main focus of this work is to 

optimize the HTL to increase the device’s performance. The structure of the device used 

in this work and the properties of the HTL will be investigated in the device fabrication 

section.  
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2. METHODS 

Now that we have explained the various principles and theory underlying the 

working principle and importance of a perovskite solar cell, this section will explain 

about device fabrication and the various characterization techniques used for device and 

HTL characterization. The HTL will be characterized using numerous techniques for 

thickness and its uniformity, roughness, and its band gap. Several other techniques such 

as External Quantum Efficiency measurement, Current Voltage (J-V) measurement, etc.  

will be employed for device characterization. 

2.1 Device Fabrication 

The devices produced in this research will have an inverted heterojunction 

architecture (p-i-n) using CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPI) as the intrinsic layer. The device 

architecture will be glass/ITO/PTAA/CH3NH3PbI3/C60/BCP/Al. The patterned Indium 

Tin Oxide (ITO) layer comes pre-deposited on an 1 inch square silicate glass slide. The 

pattern is such which will allow 4 devices per slide. The pattern is shown in Figure 11. 

The device architecture with the appropriate band gap is shown in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 11: Patterned ITO anode (blue) to fit 4 device
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Figure 12: (a) Device architecture of solar cell with PTAA as a HTL (b) Energy 

band diagram of the solar cell 

The device fabrication process starts with ultra sonicating glass/ITO slides in 

Deconex OP 121 detergent and deionized water. After ultra sonicating for 20 minutes in 

Deconex OP 121, the slides were rinsed with deionized water followed by ultrasonicating 

for another 20 minutes. The cleaned substrates were then dried using a Carbon dioxide 

(CO2) gun. Then, a final plasma treatment was performed for 10 minutes to remove any 

sort of organic contamination remaining on the surface. The cleaned slides were brought 

inside the N2 filled glovebox with ~0ppm Oxygen level (O2) and moisture.  

To make a PTAA solution, commercially available PTAA powder was used. 

Solutions of various concentrations of PTAA ranging from 1.5 mg/ml to 4 mg/ml was 

made by dissolving the powder in toluene at room temperature. The underlying reason to 

make various concentration of PTAA solution was to compare the thickness and PCE of 
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the devices fabricated.  All the solutions were spin coated on the glass/ITO slides using a 

consecutive step recipe. Two step recipe was used as it is the easier and preferable way to 

remove edge beads to improve spin coating uniformity.[48] To spin coat the solutions, 

120 µl was spin coated on the glass/ITO substrates. The first step of the spin coater was 

left constant at 500 rotations per minute (RPM) for 4 seconds and the second step was 

varied between 1500 rpm, 3000 rpm and 4500 rpm. The PTAA thin films were annealed 

at 110°C for 10 minutes to evaporate any remaining solvent in the slide.  

The HTL optimization was done by making devices in batches by varying 

concentration and spin speeds, one at a time. The goal of this process was to produce the 

best quality HTL along with the best photovoltaic parameters. The HTL layers above 

1500 rpm had fewer pin holes, which was clearly visible through naked eyes for higher 

concentrations. The maximum PCE obtained using 1.5 mg/ml, 2mg/ml, 3 mg/ml and 4 

mg/ml concentration of PTAA were 16.6%, 17.7%, 16.4% and 15.27% respectively. 

Also, the concentration of 1.5mg/ml resulted in a very thin HTL (less then 8nm) which 

was doubted even to function as a HTL. This also was proven when the device 

parameters were far less than optimum.   

The stability of the HTL was also studied by storing the devices in vacuum and 

inside the N2 filled glovebox. Also, the stability of device under electrical stress and light 

soaking will be addressed later on.  

The CH3NH3PbI3  (MAPI) perovskite ink was prepared by mixing equal molar parts 

of lead iodide (PbI2), methylammonium acetate (CH3NH3CH3COOH), and 

methylammonium iodide (CH3NH3I) dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) at 1.0 M  

concentration. The solution was then deposited onto the glass/ITO/PTAA inside a dry N2 
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glovebox at 4000RPM for 60 seconds. Then the glass/ITO/PTAA/MAPI structure was 

annealed on a hotplate in atmosphere with 30%-40% humidity for 10 minutes to produce 

multicrystalline perovskite film. The devices annealed in this humidity produced better 

crystals of perovskite.[49] The structure was scraped using a mask to separate the 

devices. The dust from scraping was blown using a N2 gun. After this process, the 

devices were brought inside the N2 filled glovebox to deposit the ETL.  

The remaining ETLs C60 and bathocuprione (BCP) were deposited on the device area 

by thermal evaporation. The thickness of deposited C60 and BCP was 40 nm and 8 nm 

respectively. There are studies which showed that the use of BCP reduced the undesirable 

band bending which with otherwise occur if the C60 was in direct contact with the 

cathode.[50]  

An aluminum (Al) cathode of 100nm was thermally evaporated with an appropriate 

pattern to act as the device cathode. The device was then taken out of the evaporator and 

encapsulated by using an encapsulating printer with glass caps to seal the devices. The 

final device was removed from the glovebox and painted with silver (Ag) ink to make 

contacts for further electrical characterization.   

 

2.2 Surface Profilometry  

The thickness of HTL plays a crucial role in device optimization. If the HTL layer is 

too thin or too thick, there are issues such as pinholes or non-uniform coverage on the  

glass/ITO slides which result in low PCE.   
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Stylus profilometery is a technique in which a scanning probe is brought into 

contact with the surface of the sample to be scanned. The stylus is trailed on the sample 

to generate a thickness profile based on the spatial coordinates of the stylus. To measure 

the thickness, the sample needs to have a trench or a step which enables the stylus to 

generate a step height. This step height is used to measure the thickness of a film. To 

measure the thickness of the HTL, a trance was made on the glass/ITO/PTAA surface. It 

is evident that the trance causes damage to the sample. But, this is not of major concern 

as the samples comparatively require less thermal processing and are relatively 

inexpensive compared to other materials grown using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or 

e-beam evaporation. In this work, the Bruker DektakXT stylus profilometer was used. 

The radius of the tip is 2 µm and a force of 3mg for the scans. The thickness profile, 

profilometer and trance on the sample are shown in Figure 13  

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: (a) Trench on the glass/ITO/PTAA sample scanned with a stylus probe 
(b) Step measurement using computer software 

A 
B 
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2.3 Atomic Force Microscopy 

 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a scanning probe technique (SPM) in which a 

mechanical probe is used to contact the sample surface to produce topographical images 

in 3D. The schematic diagram of an AFM setup is shown in Figure 14. The tip is located 

at the end of the cantilever which is attached to a piezoelectric (PZT) scanner. When a 

bias is applied to the scanner the tip scans over the sample surface. The tip is either 

deflected or bent due to the force of repulsion or attraction when the tip is near the 

sample surface. This deflection is detected by the photodiode through the laser reflected 

from the cantilever vibration. The signal through the photodiode is processed by a 

computer to produce topographical data. There are two scanning modes in an AFM: 

contact and tapping. The tapping mode is more commonly used as this method does not 

tamper with the sample’s surface. In this work, basic tapping mode is used to measure 

roughness and image the surface morphology of PTAA HTL of various concentrations. 

The HTL films for this characterization were deposited on completely coated ITO.  

 A Bruker Dimension ICON Scanning probe microscope was used to study the 

roughness and topography of the samples.  

 

Figure 14: Block diagram of AFM [51] 
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2.4 Ultra-Violet visible spectroscopy 

Ultraviolet – Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis) is a type of characterizing technique 

that is applicable in determining a material’s band gap and chemical structure. As 

suggested by the name, it uses UV light, produced by a monochromator and a light 

source, which is passed through the sample and is detected by the photo detector on the 

other side. Based on the amount of light reaching the photo detector, the absorbance, 

reflectance and transmittance spectrum is produced. A schematic diagram of the 

experimental setup is shown in Figure 15. The unwanted contributions to the spectra 

(such as absorption of the glass substrate) from the reference sample are later subtracted 

out.[52] A substrate without a fabricated device is used as a reference cell to zero the 

instrument. [53] 

The transmittance and absorbance spectra obtained employing this technique are 

often used to determine the transparency and the band gap of the material respectively. 

One of the deterministic factors for the solar cell’s performance is that the light be 

transmitted and not be reflected by the layers. Hence, the transmittance data is a clear 

indicator of whether the HTL is capable of transmitting the incoming light.   

This work focuses on comparing the obtained transmitted spectrum with that of 

current literature. Moreover, the absorbance spectra obtained from the experiment was 

used to roughly compare the band gap of the HTL to expected values from the literature. 

ITO and PTAA samples were analyzed and compared to the absorbance and transmission 

spectra in the range of 300-900nm. A Shimadzu UV-2501 was used to perform these 

measurements.  
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2.5 Current-Voltage (J-V) Measurements 

 To determine the parameters in a solar cell such as the PCE, open circuit voltage, 

short circuit current, and maximum power point, the current-voltage (J-V) characteristics 

have to be measured under solar illumination. To perform this electrical characterization 

technique, an Oriel ABA sun simulator with AM 1.5G filter is used. The simulator 

provides 100mW/cm2, which is also known as 1 sun. The sample is connected to a 

Keithley 2400 source meter to measure current density (J) versus voltage (V). The 

voltage was scanned from -0.2V to 1.1 V. These measurement parameters were set using 

a LabView program, which also returned the values for PCE, open circuit voltage (VOC), 

short circuit current (JSC) and fill factor with an array that had the measured J-V values.  

 

2.6 External Quantum Efficiency Measurements 

 External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) is used to effectively determine the device 

performance at a specific wavelength. A monochromator enables the filtering of light to 

have only one specific wavelength at an instance, while the short circuit current is 

measured. The data from EQE can be used in conjunction with J-V measurement to gain 

more insight about the device and confirm the performance standards. Generally, EQE is 

defined as the ratio of converted electrons to the incoming number of photons that strike 

Figure 15: Block diagram of UV-Vis setup 
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a solar cell. Mathematically, at specific wavelength, the EQE is given by:  

   

𝐸𝑄𝐸(𝜆) = 	
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠	𝑜𝑢𝑡	(𝜆)

𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠	(𝜆) 

=		
𝐽'0(𝜆)
𝑞∅(𝜆) 

=
ℎ𝑐
𝑞 .

𝐽'0(𝜆)
𝜆. 𝑃45(𝜆)

 

where ∅ is the photon flux, 𝑃45the light intensity at certain wavelength 𝜆, q, h and c being 

elementary charge, Planck’s constant and the speed of light respectively.[54]  

 A Xenon light source is used to create a light beam which is passed through sorting 

filters and a monochromator, resulting in monochromatic light beam. This 

monochromatic light beam is focused on the device. The monochromator scans over a 

range of wavelengths, from 400-900nm. The experimental setup used to perform this 

measurement is shown in Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16: Schematic diagram of EQE measurement setup [55] 

 

 
= 1240	.

𝐽'0(𝜆)[𝐴𝑐𝑚7,]
𝜆[𝑛𝑚]. 𝑃45(𝜆)[𝑊	𝑐𝑚7,] 

                                  (8) 
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2.7 Temperature and Light Intensity dependent measurements  

Light intensity and temperature dependent characterization of solar cells fabricated 

in this work were done using an ARS Closed Cycle Nanoscience probe station PS-CC-

NS. Besides for temperature and light dependent studies, this tool was also used to study 

the light soaking effects and electrical stress effects in the solar cells. The equipment is 

integrated with a sample stage, source meter, cryocooler, vacuum chamber, light source, 

and an impedance analyzer. The system was operated using a python code.  

 The light intensity was varied using neutral density (ND) filters from 1 x 10-3 

mW/cm2 to 56.6 mW/cm2. The effect of light soaking upon current - voltage and 

electrical biasing was studied using a Keysight B2912A source measure unit.  

 

2.8 Energy dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy  

Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is a characterization technique that 

reveals the elemental composition of a sample. This is done by the detection of x-rays 

emitted from the sample when bombarded by an energetic electron beam. The 

identification of an element is possible as each element has its unique characteristic x-ray 

spectra. This technique is used to measure the atomic ratio and prove the elements that 

were suspected to be in the sample. In this work, EDS will be used to see if any chemical 

change has occurred in the sample after light soaking and electrical poling (application of 

electric field).  

 An FEI Helios NanoLab 400 DualBeam field emission scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) was used.  
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3. RESULTS 
 

 Now that the characterization methods have been introduced the first step in this 

section is to characterize the Hole Transport Layer, PTAA, for its thickness which results 

in the best device performance. Surface profilometry technique was used to determine the 

thickness of the HTL of samples of various concentrations of PTAA spun on ITO. The 

same samples were characterized by AFM to determine the roughness. UV- Vis 

spectroscopy was used to study the absorbance and transmittance of the HTL and to 

calculate the band gap of the material. The UV-Vis spectra were compared to the results 

found in literature. Upon these preliminary investigations, the J-V curve of the champion 

device were utilized to study different performance parameters using the Two-Diode 

model. The HTL with best performing parameter was used to study the temperature 

dependent stability of the device.  

 

3.1 Surface profilometry of the Hole Transport Layer  

 The stylus profilometer was used in this work to determine the thickness of the 

PTAA HTL. PTAA powder bought from a commercial vendor was dissolved in toluene 

to make solutions of 2,3 and 4 mg/ml which were spun using the recipe as described in 

device fabrication section. The data from profilometer should provide insight about how 

varying the concentration has an impact on the thickness of HTL.  

 The average thickness for the samples with error bars which is indicative of 

measurement deviations is shown in Figure 17 with appropriate error bars which 

indicates the deviation. We can see that the data exhibits a trend when the concentration 

of the solution is varied with a constant spin speed. For the PTAA samples, there is a 
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linear increase in thickness with increasing concentration. The average thickness for 

solution of 2mg/ml, 3mg/ml and 4mg/ml are found to be 8.5±0.8 nm, 15.4±0.7 nm and 

24.8±0.9 nm respectively.  

 

Figure 17: Profilometer results with average thickness for PTAA samples of 
different thickness 

  

Even though a concentration of 1.5mg/ml PTAA was used to study the PCE 

variation with concentration, it was not used in metrology measurements as the cutoff 

thickness of profilometer is 8 nm and the thickness of 2mg/ml concentration solution is 

right at the borderline of that limit. Moreover, an extrapolation of the thickness data was 

done to predict the thickness for 1.5 mg/ml which also suggested that the thickness lies 
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below the cutoff limit of a profilometer. Hence, the study of variation of thickness for 

concentrations below 2 mg/ml of PTAA using a profilometer does not lie not lie within 

the limit of the instrument itself. So, a further comprehensive study regarding the 

variation of thickness, for different concentration, with spin speed requires further 

methodical study which was out of the scope of this work.  

 

3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy of the Hole Transport Layer 

 This work will utilize the basic tapping mode in AFM to investigate the roughness 

and image the PTAA HTL of various concentration. The images of PTAA in toluene 

spun onto ITO substrates using optimized process parameters were taken to compare the 

roughness for different solutions. The images can be seen in Figure 18.  

 

(a) (b) 
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The images by AFM were lateral square in shape with a dimension of 0.5 µm x 

0.5 µm. The PTAA thin films had a random and rough sponge like texture which was 

revealed by AFM images. The parameters extracted from the AFM were the samples 

vertical displacement, 𝑅123 and the root mean square roughness, 𝑅/. To have a 

uniformity in sample type the same samples from profilometer were included in the 

sample population. The maximum vertical displacement and the root mean square 

roughness for the samples is shown in Figure 19. The vertical displacement ranged from 

8.5nm to 12 nm whereas the root mean square roughness was in the range of 1.59 to 2.13 

nm.  

(c) 

Figure 18: AFM images of PTAA HTL with precursor solution concentrations 
(a) 2, (b) 3, and (c) 4 mg/ml 
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Figure 19: Bar graphs of (a) root mean square roughness, and (b) vertical 
displacement of PTAA in toluene 

 
 
3.3 Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy of the Hole Transport Layer 

 The transmittance spectra of 2 mg/ml PTAA on Glass/ITO is shown in Figure 20. 

The reference sample was bare glass/ITO which is subtracted by the software to obtain 

the spectra of only PTAA thin film. It can be seen that PTAA has a maximum optical 

transmittance around 90% at 425 nm which decreases to around 60% . We can also notice 

that the transmittance curve has characteristic wrinkles at 390 nm, 430 nm. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 20: UV-Vis transmittance spectra for PTAA on glass/ITO 

  

The absorbance spectra for 2 mg/ml PTAA on glass/ITO is shown in Figure 21. 

We can notice that there is a distinguishable characteristic peak at around 384 nm. This 

peak also corresponds to the peak in the transmittance spectra as in Figure 20, which is 

also the absorption onset at around 384 nm. Using this absorption onset, the bandgap of 

PTAA was found to be 3.22 eV which is close to the value found in literature. [56] 
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Figure 21: Absorbance spectra for PTAA on glass/ITO spectra to calculate bandgap 
 
 As the preliminary characterization for the HTL is describes in the previous sections, 

now this work will move on to the electrical characterization of the perovskite solar cell 

with PTAA as the HTL. After that, this thesis will describe the investigations of the 

stability of solar cells of the aforementioned architecture with PTAA as HTL upon 

varying temperature.  

 

3.4 Current-Voltage (J-V) Measurements 

 This section focuses on characterizing a working photovoltaic device with PTAA as 

HTL. The details regarding the characterization method are as mentioned in the methods 

section. The results include J-V curve for the devices alongside the different performance 

parameters. Forward and reverse current voltage sweeps at a rate of 0.1 V/s were 

obtained for the solar cell under AM1.5G simulated solar illumination to obtain values 

for PCE, FF, Jsc and Voc. All the devices fabricated to study the PCE variation with 

thickness were tested in ambient conditions. 
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 The J-V curve for the champion device with the architecture 

glass/ITO/PTAA/CH3NH3PbI3/C60/BCP/Al is shown in Figure 22. We can see that there 

is no noticeable hysteresis between the forward and reverse sweep. The PCE for the 

forward sweep is 17.75% and that for reverse sweep is 17.64% with an average of 17.7%. 

The FF is also almost equal for forward and reverse sweep 80.08% and 79.14% 

respectively. The current density, Jsc, for forward and reverse sweeps were -21.32 

mA/cm2 and -21.43 mA/cm2 respectively. The open circuit voltage however is equal for 

both forward and reverse sweeps with a magnitude of 1.04 V. This champion device had 

a PTAA concentration of 2 mg/ml which, when spun onto the ITO with the optimized 

recipe discussed in device fabrication section, led to a PTAA film thickness of ~8nm 

PTAA film. There was a variation in performance parameters when the concentration of 

PTAA in toluene was changed to vary the thickness of the PTAA HTL layer. A statistical 

variation of the performance parameters will be discussed in the following subsection.  
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Figure 22: J-V curve for champion device with 2mg/ml concentration of PTAA HTL 

 

 

Figure 23: External Quantum Efficiency of a perovskite solar cell with 2mg/ml 
concentration of PTAA HTL 
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The external quantum efficiency was measured to investigate the wavelength 

dependent performance of the solar cell with PTAA HTL. The EQE was measured from a 

solar cell device with a PTAA HTL of 2 mg/ml was used to fabricate the solar cell to 

measure its EQE. The EQE is almost 80% in the range of 400nm to 750nm.  The result is 

shown in Figure 23. The integrated current density from the device had the same trend as 

shown in Figure 22. However, a difference of ~8% was calculated which might be 

because of the spectral mismatch of the lamp used in the EQE setup or because of the 

resistance of the current preamplifier used in the EQE setup.   

 

Statistical Variation in Performance Metrics 

 For each concentration of PTAA, 1.5 mg/ml, 2 mg/ml, 3 mg/ml and 4 mg/ml, 16 

devices were made. As the main focus was to optimize the PTAA HTL for the 

aforementioned device architecture, only the thickness of the PTAA HTL was changed 

with the use of different concentrations of the PTAA. Before the optimization process, 

the devices lacked in performance which was due to issues with the RPM during spin 

coating that led to uneven substrate coverage. After finally having a spin recipe that 

deposited PTAA layer evenly onto the substrate with almost no visible defects such as 

pinholes, the performance metric of the devices improved. Then, a sample population for 

devices was acquired with the optimized process parameters for various concentration of 

PTAA HTL. The statistical variation of device parameters with the variation in 

concentration is shown in Figure 24.   
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Figure 24: Statistical variation of performance metric for devices with different 

process parameters (a) PCE (b) Voc (c) Jsc and (d) FF 

 
 As seen from the figures above using PTAA with a concentration of 2 mg/ml show 

better performance under standard testing conditions. The J-V curves from each sample 

was used to calculate the device parameters, including PCE, FF, Jsc and Voc which are 

tabulated in Table 2.   
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Table 2: Performance metric averages for solar cell samples with PTAA HTL of 
different concentrations 

Device performance metrics with varying concentration of PTAA 

Concentration 
of PTAA in 

Toluene 

PCE [%] Voc [V] Jsc [mA/cm2] Fill Factor [%] 

1.5 mg/ml 15.89 ± 0.57 0.99 ± 0.01 -21.78 ± 0.78 73.59 ± 1.35 

2 mg/ml 16.64 ± 0.77 1.01 ± 0.01 -21.35 ± 0.78 76.48 ± 1.97 

3 mg/ml 15.21 ± 1.05 0.99 ± 0.01 -20.73 ± 1.11 73.88 ± 2.81 

4 mg/ml 13.40 ± 1.19 1.02 ± 0.01 -18.23 ± 0.63 71.60 ± 5.19 
 

 

Devices with a 1.5 mg/ml PTAA had an average PCE of 15.89±0.57%. Despite 

having low deviation, the maximum PCE from this sample was below the champion 

device made with a concentration of 2 mg/ml PTAA concentration. Also, the devices 

with 2 mg/ml PTAA HTL had a PCE greater than 15% in all the cases and approached to 

a maximum of 17.75% for the champion device. Moreover, the Voc and FF were 

consistently greater than or equal to 1V and 74% respectively in the case of devices with 

2 mg/ml PTAA concentration. The average FF and Voc for devices with PTAA HTL of 

1.5 mg/ml concentration were 73.59±1.35% and 0.99±0.01V respectively. This high 

magnitude in FF can be attributed to the devices having low shunt resistance. The 

parameters including the one mentioned on this section and parameters such as ideality 

factor, diode current, shunt and series resistance using a two-diode model will be 

discussed in the next section.      

Due to some unavoidable defects that were introduced to the device during 

processing, some of the devices failed, leading to no output at all. Besides having no 

output, some of the parameters from devices were outliers and were not included in the 
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statistical analysis. The defects were mainly caused during spin coating, contamination 

by particles, or were shorted whilst applying silver paint after encapsulation. Also, as 

there was no control over the encapsulating robot due to which some of the encapsulating 

caps came off the devices. These devices were not incorporated in the statistical analysis 

presented above. Hence, for sample group for 1.5 mg/ml, 2 mg/ml, 3 mg/ml and 4 mg/ml, 

14, 12, 13, 13 of 16 devices were ultimately included in the sample population 

respectively. Out of total 80 solar cell fabricated; 12 samples were excluded. The ideality 

factor and the resistances for the device will be obtained with a two-diode model in the 

next subsection.    

 

Two-Diode Modeling to find resistance and ideality factor 

 Solar cell parameters such as the Fill Factor, Power conversion efficiency, Open-

circuit voltage, and Short circuit current can be directly observed from the measured J-V 

curve without having to do any calculations. However, certain parameters such as the 

shunt resistance, RP, series resistance RS and the ideality factor n cannot be directly read 

from the J-V curve without performing model calculations. These parameters are internal 

to the device and arise due to the interface between various layers and the materials used 

to make up the solar cell. The J-V curves of the devices fabricated for this work will be 

fit using a two-diode model. This work will utilize a standalone executable program in 

MATLAB that was published by Suckow et al. [42] to calculate shunt resistance, series 

resistance and ideality factor from the measured J-V curves. This program utilizes a 

classical gradient based numerical approach.  

 The diode equation mentioned in the introduction section is what will be fitted using 
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this method. But, instead of solving the transcendental equation, the program transforms 

the equation to find the correct value of J as the root of the function f: 

𝑓(𝑉, 𝐽) = 𝐽$% − 𝐽 −
𝑉 + 𝐽𝑅(
𝑅)

− 𝐽*+ S𝑒
𝑞(𝑉 + 𝐽𝑅()
𝑛+𝑘#𝑇

− 1T

− 𝐽*, S𝑒
𝑞(𝑉 + 𝐽𝑅()
𝑛,𝑘#𝑇

− 1T = 0 

 

(9) 

The f(V,J) =0 is only true for the correct value of J at every voltage which will be 

determined with the software. Along with J, the shunt resistance, RP , series resistance, RS 

,  and the ideality factors will also be calculated. There were some procedures that needed 

to be followed in order for the software to take in the data and enabled the fitting of the 

various parameters of interest. Firstly, the data obtained from the Oriel solar simulator 

were converted from Amperes/cm2 to Amperes and arranged in a column of reverse 

values of voltage versus the current. Secondly, the file was imported to the program and 

the area of the solar cell and the room temperature of 0.0625 cm2 and 24º C was included 

in the model. Due to the complexity of the calculation of various parameters the software 

resulted in incorrect or unusual values of ideality factor to blow up to 100 or more. But, 

only values of 1, 2 or 3 successfully explains the recombination mechanisms in a 

perovskite PV cell.[57]  So, to avoid that, a methodical approach[58] was considered 

described below.  

A single diode was fitted first without using any series or shunt resistance. The 

resulting value of the current through the single diode was used as a guess value to float 

the series and shunt resistance. Then, the series and shunt resistance and the current 

through the single diode was used to float all other parameters including the current 
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through the second diode. It should be mentioned that the ideality factor through the first 

diode was fixed as 1 and that of diode 2 was guessed as 2 considering various injection 

scenarios in practical devices.[59] The J-V curves obtained for solar cell made with 

PTAA HTL of various concentrations were used to estimate the shunt resistance, the 

series resistance, and the ideality factor. This approach obtained the deviation and 

averages in the determined parameters that were used in the modeling. The parameters 

obtained using this model are tabulated in Table 5. The short circuit current density 

obtained by fitting the model were close enough (difference of not more than 0.05%) to 

the values obtained during the measurement of the solar cells used in this work. Besides 

the short circuit current, the model also gave the PCE, VOC and FF which were in close 

agreement with that of the values in Table 2.  

  The J-V curves of each concentration’s champion device in the architecture of 

glass/ITO/PTAA/MAPI/C60/BCP/Al with the parameters during measurement are shown 

starting in Figure 25 with the concentration of 1.5 mg/ml PTAA. Ideality factors, series 

and shunt resistances for the population were calculated by fitting the two-diode model. 

The PCE, VOC, JSC and FF were measured to be 16.55%, 0.98V, -22.50 mA/cm2 and 

74.62% respectively. The parameters JPH from two-diode model was found to be -

22.55mA/cm2 which is close to the value measured. The diode model also resulted in the 

shunt and series resistances of 4.98kΩ•cm2 and 4.55Ω•cm2 respectively. The parameters 
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obtained using the modeling is tabulated in Table 3.   

 

Figure 25: J-V curve for champion device with 1.5 mg/ml concentration of PTAA 

 
Table 3: Two-Diode model fit parameters for champion device of 1.5mg/ml 

concentration of PTAA 

JPH [mA/cm2] J01 
[mA/cm2] J02 [mA/cm2] n1 n2 RP [kΩ•cm2] RS [Ω•cm2] 

-22.55 2.06 ∙ 10-16 4.79 ∙ 10-8 1 2 4.98 4.55 
 

Devices having 2 mg/ml concentration of PTAA had the best performing metric. The 

champion device an average PCE of 17.64%. Moreover, the VOC  and FF for the 

champion device was 1.04 V and 80%. The high magnitude of the FF was evident by the 

shunt resistance of 5.07 kΩ•cm2. This high shunting resistance compliments the high FF.  
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Figure 26: J-V curve for champion device with 2mg/ml concentration of PTAA 

 
Table 4: Two-Diode model fit parameters for champion device of 2mg/ml 

concentration of PTAA 

JPH 
[mA/cm2] J01 [mA/cm2] J02 [mA/cm2] n1 n2 RP [kΩ•cm2] RS [Ω•cm2] 

-21.42 5.36 ∙ 10-17 7.65 ∙ 10-8 1 2.2 5.07 3.09 
 

Similarly, parameters for champion devices with PTAA HTL concentration of 2 

mg/ml, 3mg/ml and 4mg/ml used for this work were calculated using the two-diode 

model. The J-V curves with an inset of measured parameters and tabulated values of 

calculated ideality factor, shunt resistance and series resistance can be seen in Figure 25, 
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26 and 27 respectively. The series resistance seems to be increasing linearly with increase 

in concentration of PTAA. This might be the reason of decreasing PCE for higher 

concentrations than 2 mg/ml. The champion devices with 4mg/ml and 3mg/ml had low 

FF compared to 1.5mg/ml and 2mg/ml. This can be linked to the shunt resistance of 1.76 

kΩ•cm2 and 2.33kΩ•cm2 compared to 4.98kΩ•cm2 and 5.07kΩ•cm2 in case of champion 

devices with 1.5mg/ml and 2mg/ml respectively.  

Table 5: Two-Diode model fit parameters for perovskite solar cell with various 
PTAA HTL concentrations 

Device fit parameters with varying concentration of PTAA 

Concentration 
of PTAA in 

Toluene 

JPH 
[mA/cm2] 

J01 
[mA/cm2] 

J02 
[mA/cm2] n1 n2 RP 

[kΩ•cm2] 
RS 

[Ω•cm2] 

1.5 mg/ml 21.84 ± 
0.77  

1.89 ± 
1.16 • 10-16 3.88 • 10-8 

1 

1.94 
± 

0.18 
5.82 ± 3.1 5.41 ± 

1.15 

2 mg/ml 21.42 ± 
0.76 

6.12 ± 5 • 
10-17  

8.29 ± 0.18 • 
10-8  

1.90 
± 

0.33 
2.61 ± 1.4 3.3 ± 0.8 

3 mg/ml 20.7 ± 
1.13 

1.36 ± 
1.04 • 10-16 

6.31 ± 3.07 • 
10-8 

1.99 
± 

0.01 
5.93 ± 1.0 4.0 ± 0.1 

4 mg/ml 18.5 ± 
0.54 

7.85 ± 
0.11 • 10-16 

1.14 ± 1.97 • 
10-7 

2.04 
± 

0.11 
1.3 ± 0.3 7.7 ± 3.2 
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Figure 27: J-V curve for champion device with 3 mg/ml concentration of PTAA 

 
Table 6: Two-Diode model fit parameters for champion device of 3mg/ml 

concentration of PTAA 

JPH 
[mA/cm2] J01 [mA/cm2] J02 [mA/cm2] n1 n2 RP [kΩ•cm2] RS [Ω•cm2] 

-22.58 6.34 ∙ 10-17 6.33 ∙ 10-8 1 2 2.33 3.87 
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Figure 28: J-V curve for champion device with 4 mg/ml concentration of PTAA 

 
 

Table 7: Two-Diode model fit parameters for champion device of 4mg/ml 
concentration of PTAA 

JPH 
[mA/cm2] 

J01 
[mA/cm2] 

J02 
[mA/cm2] n1 n2 RP 

[kΩ•cm2] 
RS 

[Ω•cm2] 

-19.10 2.04 ∙ 10-15 5.61 ∙ 10-8 1 2 1.76 5.07 
 
 
3.5 Temperature and Illumination dependent measurements 

Even though there is an upsurge in the PCE of perovskite PV devices since its 

introduction, there are certain challenges that persists with perovskite photovoltaic 

devices that currently hinder its commercialization. Researchers have shown that the 

degradation of hybrid halide perovskites is susceptible to its exposure to high humid 
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environments[60], exposure to ultra-violet light[61] and exposure to oxygen 

environments.[62] Moreover, temperature has also been a critical parameter that affects 

the performance of the device over time.[59] Temperature is mainly controlled during the 

fabrication process in solution processed perovskites in order to form a crystalline film 

and to evaporate the solvent that the perovskite is dissolved in. The hybrid perovskite, 

MAPI undergoes a phase change and chemical degradation which affects the 

performance of PV devices. The phase transition happens from orthorhombic (T < 165K) 

to tetragonal (T = 165 K to 327 K) to cubic (T > 327 K) [60].  

Recombination of the charge carriers has also been identified as being one of the 

main loss mechanism in photovoltaic devices and thus needs to be explored further to 

gain an understanding of the process that is likely to explain their underlying 

performance.[26] The temperature and light intensity dependent parameters of the solar 

cells including open-circuit voltage (VOC) and short-circuit current density (JSC) will be 

discussed below to gain a better understanding of the recombination mechanism.  

This work will now investigate the PV performance whilst varying the temperature 

and intensity of illumination. Besides the PV performance, the phase transition of the 

perovskite will also be investigated by discussing the variation of open circuit voltage 

with temperature.  

As a first step before starting the temperature and illumination dependent J-V study, 

the PTAA HTL based solar cells were measured at light under 1 Sun standard 

illumination condition using an Oriel ABA solar simulator which had an AM 1.5G filter 

installed and was calibrated to 100mW/cm2. The device parameters and the J-V curve at 

light and dark is shown in Figure 29. The VOC, JSC, FF and PCE were 1.02 V, -
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20.28mA/cm2 , 76.74% and 15.94% respectively. Due to various processing conditions 

such as humidity inside the chamber during annealing the perovskite, contamination of 

samples during handling, cleanliness of the spin coater, it was challenging to achieve the 

parameters similar to that of the champion device. However, the best performing solar 

cell from the batch of 2mg/ml PTAA was chosen to do the temperature and illumination 

dependent study.     

 

Figure 29: The dark and illumination J-V characteristic of the PTAA HTL based 
perovskite solar cell with an inset of device parameters. 

 

 The J-V characteristic for different illumination intensities is shown in Figure 30. 

The illumination was varied at room temperature from (8.71 ´ 10-4 – 56.6 mW/cm2). It 

was observed that the open circuit voltage was changing with a change in intensity of the 

illumination. The VOC changed from 0.5V to 1V. Also, we can see that the short circuit 

current changes logarithmically with the change in intensity of illumination of light 
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source. We can note that the current density will not be equal to that in a solar simulator 

as the intensity was not varied to the standard intensity of 100mW/cm2 because of the 

limitations of the instrument. As mentioned in the introduction section about the nature of 

open-circuit voltage, it was evident that it was linearly dependent on temperature change. 

The J-V characteristic of the solar cell with change in temperature at a fixed illumination 

is shown in Figure 31. The temperature was varied from 134 K to 374 K with an interval 

of almost 20 K. The interval was hard to maintain due to the sensitivity of the instrument 

which led to the temperature interval not being exactly 20 K. Temperature dependent 

measurement showed that the VOC varied between 0.82 V (T = 134 K) increasing to 1.02 

V (T = 290 K) ,decreasing, to 0.89 V (T = 374 K). It is also evident from the graphs that 

the VOC is dependent on illumination and temperature. However, no noticeable change in 

JSC was observed as it was more prone to changing upon different illuminations. This 

anomalous change in parameter of the solar cell can be ascribed to the phase change of 

the perovskite which happens from orthorhombic (T < 165K) to tetragonal (T = 165 K to 

327 K) to cubic (T > 327 K). This change in open-circuit voltage with intensity and the 

volcano like distribution of open circuit voltage with changing temperature has been 

attributed to the phase change of the perovskite. [64] 
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Figure 30: Intensity-dependent characteristic of PTAA HTL based PV cell 

 
 
 

             

  Figure 31: Temperature-dependent Current-Voltage characteristic of perovskite 
solar cell 
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3.6 Ion Migration in Hybrid Halide Perovskites 

Besides degradation in humidity, oxygen environments and in ranges of temperature, 

hybrid halide perovskites have also been known to exhibit hysteresis in their J-V 

characteristic. This has been mainly attributed to the mobile charge carriers that are 

present intrinsically in the perovskite which migrate or cause interconversion of the 

hybrid perovskite MAPI to PbI2 and MAI when an electric field is applied.[65][66] This 

hysteresis was first reported by Snaith et al. and Hoke et al. when the J-V characteristic 

of the solar cell did not overlap with one another upon varying sweep speeds and 

directions.[67] This behavior has led to suggestions that the mobile ionic species inside 

the perovskite is the reason to cause hysteresis in the J-V measurements.  

A photovoltaic cell is meant to function under sunlight. However, depending on the 

type of solar cell, there are different effects associated with exposure to light. The effect 

of light exposure on perovskite solar cells is mixed. There have been reports of 

degradation and recovery of the solar cell which results in hysteresis in J-V due to 

Ultraviolet light exposure. This mechanism has been explained by Lee et al. due to the 

generation, simultaneous passivation, and the neutralization of traps due to formation of 

PbI2, which is formed while the perovskite degrades.[61] Due to the availability of 

equipment during the time of this research, the ARS probe station’s lamp, equivalent to 

0.7 suns, was used to study the behavior of the device fabricated in this work upon light 

exposure.     

To investigate further if the devices fabricated for this work exhibit ion migration, a 

set of experiments were designed and executed with a methodical approach. It is 

necessary to mention that the change in the J-V curve is quite apparent due to the change 
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in normal shape of a J-V curve. The focus of this work now will not be to calculate and 

obtain the parameters associated with the device but will now shift towards exploring the 

reasons behind the S-shaped hysteresis in J-V characteristics. To start the experiment, a 

room temperature J-V acquisition was performed in full illumination of 56.6mW/cm2. 

The device showed a good FF and no noticeable hysteresis or shunting with a short 

circuit current of -13.6mA/cm2 and a VOC of 1V. After leaving the device in the dark for a 

few days in <10µTorr pressure the devices showed hysteresis and a prominent decrease 

in FF (about 40%) and the short circuit current. However, after exposure to light at full 

illumination of 56.6 mW/cm2 for about 20 minutes, the device showed regeneration in its 

FF and VOC but a decrease in JSC. This is shown in Figure 32. The forward sweep and the 

reverse sweeps showed noticeable hysteresis. To better visualize the result, only forward 

sweep was included in the plot. We hypothesize that this might be due to collisions 

between carriers which might cause the heating of the device and in turn causes loss in 

current. As this study was conducted in multiple steps, an overall reasoning behind the 

results will be done at the end of this section.  
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Figure 32: Light induced recovery of J-V curve for solar cells with PTAA HTL 

 

 To further investigate the sample, it was left close to the open circuit condition by 

biasing with +1V. To conduct this study, a different sample was taken which was also 

fabricated with the optimized process parameters. We had to use a new sample because 

the encapsulation of the prior sample fell off which led to device failure. Upon leaving 

the sample inside the vacuum in similar conditions for 42 hours, there was no noticeable 

change in the short circuit current density, but the device showed hysteresis in both 

sweeping directions and in its J-V curve, which dropped the FF of the device. Then, the 

device was biased at open circuit condition for 5 minutes which also led to the recovery 

of the device almost close to its initial conditions. This is shown in Figure 33.  
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Figure 33: Degradation and recovery of perovskite solar cells with PTAA HTL upon 
electrical bias 

 

Up to now, it is evident that the device fabricated in this work suffers from 

significant degradation when left in vacuum for a few hours and the degradation gets 

larger when left in vacuum for a few days. But this can be recovered either by light 

soaking or with an electric bias which seem to cause better regeneration of the device.  

To see if mobile ions are causing this recovery due to electric biasing, a transient 

capacitance measurement was carried out for the devices. There is evidence that the 

change in capacitance in a device is related to the temperature and the movement of ions 

in either side of the terminal.[68][69][70] This approach was utilized in the devices 

fabricated in this work to study the change in capacitance. Capacitance transients, taken 

after a 1volt , 1 second forward bias pulse immediately after each J-V measurement is 
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shown in Figure 34. The extraction of capacitance is based on a transient ion drift model 

where ions accumulate at the edge of depletion region with the influence of electric 

field.[71] Through these measurements, a high drop in capacitance is observed specially 

at temperature <300K.  

 

Figure 34: Capacitance transient after +1V pulse for devices with PTAA HTL 

  

 It should also be noted that the change in capacitance decreases with temperature. 

Now that these results have been obtained, this work will now focus on addressing the 

underlying mechanism. Previous works have shown that the hybrid halide perovskite 

MAPI is an ionic conductor. The ions that constitute the perovskite can move when an 

external electric field is applied. A switching of photocurrent in the device depending on 

bias was shown by Huang et al.[70] and was explained by ion-migration. A perovskite 

layer was sandwiched between p-type materials in their research. So, they concluded that 

depending on the direction of the applied bias, ions are either migrating towards the bulk 

or are accumulating towards the interface. This in turn causes the electric field inside the 
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material to change, due to which the device used in their work was showing switching 

photovoltaic behavior.[72] Since their work, it has been shown that there is also a 

chemical and morphological change in the device when an electric field is applied. In 

their work, the device underwent conversion of hybrid perovskite MAPI to PbI2 and MAI 

when an electric field as low as 3 V µm-1 was applied. This interconversion was 

explained by the ions diffusing within the perovskite layer at temperatures greater than 

300K. This mechanism is shown in Figure 35. This was the first visual proof if ion-

migration in perovskite which is reversible and can be caused by electric poling. [66]By 

referencing these studies, it can be said that the positively charged cations and negatively 

charged anions are spread out uniformly in the bulk perovskite. But, due to the effect of 

an electric field, the cations and anions move towards perovskite-HTL interface and 

perovskite-ETL interface respectively during normal operation. This process changes the 

J-V characteristic of the solar cell. Hence, the change in capacitance can be linked to the 

mobile ions that are migrating from the MAPI towards the HTL.  

 

 

Figure 35: Interconversion of MAPI due to ion migration [65] 

 

Now that ion-migration has been linked to the change in capacitance in the device 
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fabricated in this work, another question remains about what species is migrating. 

Various results have been reported regarding the activation energy of ion migration in 

MAPI due to associated ions. The reported activation energies , Ea, range as low as 0.1 

eV to 0.58 eV and has been reported to be connected to mobile I- ions. Furthermore, the 

activation energy associated with MA cations and Iodine anions is low compared to that 

of Pb2+[73] [74][75][72][76][77]. For the devices used to measure the transient 

capacitance for various temperatures, the activation energy was found to be 220meV 

which is close to the values reported in the literature. The Arrhenius plot for decay rate of 

fast exponential component using two exponential fit of capacitance decay is shown in 

Figure 36.   

 

Figure 36: Arrhenius plot of the decay rate of the fast exponential component in a 
two exponential fit of capacitance decay for solar cell with PTAA HTL 
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activation energy and can be written as: 

 𝑟 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 4−
𝐸!
𝑘#𝑇

; (10) 

 

where, r, is the rate of capacitance decay, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the 

temperature. The above graph was plotted with the help of this equation which can be 

simplified to fit a double exponential whose slope will be the activation energy. Now that 

the mechanism for the recovery of perovskite solar cells has been explored, this work will 

now try to identify the migrating species in the devices used for this work.  

 

3.7 Energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy 

 Energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDX) is a technique which can detect the 

element present in the sample. It is a widely used technique which is used jointly with the 

scanning electron microscope (SEM). This method can be utilized to gather information 

about the chemical composition in a material of interest.  

EDX will be used to further investigate if any chemical change has occurred in the 

sample after light soaking and electric poling. However, there were no changes visually 

to the device that underwent electrical poling. So, this technique will be used to further 

investigate if any iodine ions have migrated towards the HTL. To facilitate the 

experiment, the device encapsulation was removed, and the device was dipped in DMF 

solution to remove the perovskite layer. The device was dissolved in DMF three times in 

separate beakers to avoid having the residue of perovskite on the resulting sample. This 

process resulted in glass/ITO/PTAA/C60/BCP/Al structure which is shown in Figure 37.  
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Figure 37: Removal of Perovskite layer with triple DMF wash 

  

To compare if any chemical changes occurred after electrical biasing, a full device 

prior to DMF washing and a device after biasing was tested with EDX. After performing 

J-V acquisition, the sample was kept inside the glovebox, with ~0 ppm O2 and moisture, 

for two days enclosed in a sample holder which was wrapped in aluminum foil to prevent 

light exposure. Then, the sample was biased with +1V with Keithly 2400 SourceMeter 

for 10 minutes. Following this, the sample was taken out of the glovebox and washed 

with DMF. Besides performing EDX on the device that had been inside the glovebox for 

2 days, a fresh device was also tested. The EDX spectra for the fresh device and device 

without perovskite are shown respectively in Figures 38 and 39.  
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Figure 38: EDX result of fresh device with PTAA HTL 

 

 The results for fresh device showed that it has substantial amount of Carbon(C), 

Oxygen (O), Sodium (Na), Aluminum (Al), Silicon (Si), Lead (Pb), Indium (In) and 

Iodine (I). These detection of these elements can be correlated to the presence of contact 

layer: Al and In , glass: O, Na, Si [78] and the perovskite layer Pb, I and C. The presence 

of these elements suggest that the device has all the layers present.  

 The device which was biased did not have any peaks for Pb and Iodine, which 

confirmed that the perovskite was removed. However, this reasoning might be due to the 

peaks of Indium and Iodine having the excitation around same energy level.[79] Further 

fitting of the EDX peaks could not confirm the presence of Iodine peak at 3.937 eV. 

Moreover, the count of Iodine ions migrating towards the HTL could also be one of the 

reasons for the measurement having no counts for Iodine peaks. Further experimental 

methodology which is beyond the current availability at Texas State University is 

required to confirm the presence of Iodine ion.      
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Figure 39: EDX results of device without perovskite 

 

Finally, it is of great importance to further understand how mobile ions are 

migrating due to electric field because this could offer gateways to further stabilize 

perovskite solar cells. As mentioned earlier, hybrid perovskites have a crystal structure 

which certainly have defects due to which it is believed to form ion migration channels. 

There have been theoretical calculations to show that these channels are formed through 

point defects, surface and grain boundaries, lattice distortion and strains due to 

piezoelectric effect. Among these, activation energy for migration through grain 

boundaries is almost half among other mechanisms. [80]These are shown in Figure 40.  
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Figure 40: Ion migration channels in hybrid halide perovskites [80] 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 In this work, firstly PTAA thin films of different thickness were investigated as a 

potential HTL in perovskite solar cell of inverted planar heterojunction structure with 

glass/ITO/PTAA/MAPI/C60/BCP/Al architecture. PTAA powder of different weights 

were dissolved in toluene to have PTAA solutions of different concentrations which 

required low thermal processing in order to deposit PTAA thin film on ITO. The process 

parameters involved to deposit the HTL were sensibly improved by varying the 

concentration of the precursor and RPMs of the spin coater to deposit the HTL. The 

optimization process concluded when the highest quality HTLs were produced to achieve 

comparatively superior performance among the sample population. After achieving this 

goal, the HTL samples were characterized to determine the thickness, morphology and 

the bandgap of the HTL.  

 The unoptimized PTAA thin films had a random and rough sponge like texture 

which was revealed by AFM images. The profilometry measurements used to determine 

the thickness of the HTL to be 8.5±0.8 nm, 15.4±0.7 nm and 24.8±0.9 nm for 2mg/ml, 

3mg/ml and 4mg/ml respectively. These HTLs were deposited using optimized RPMs for 

spin coating. PTAA HTL of 2mg/ml had a roughness of 2.13nm which was measured 

using AFM. This was the highest number for RMS roughness among the PTAA samples. 

 UV-Vis measurement was used to understand the optical transmission and 

absorbance for the HTL using glass/ITO as reference. The results indicated that the HTL 

had excellent optical transmission of about 90% in the wavelength range of 425nm to 

900nm. The wrinkles in the transmission graph at 384nm was characteristic to that of 

PTAA HTL which was confirmed with other works. Absorbance data from UV-Vis was 
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used to estimate the band gap of the material, which was approximately 3.22 eV. This 

value is close to expected values for band gap of PTAA from available literature.   

 Upon optimizing the process parameters and performing some preliminary 

characterization of PTAA HTL, the HTL was incorporated into the device architecture of 

perovskite PV cell glass/ITO/HTL/MAPI/C60/BCP/Al. The different concentrations of 

PTAA HTL were used to fabricate devices whose average PCE ranged from 

13.40±1.19% to 16.64±0.77%. The lowest average PCE was from the samples having 

4mg/ml PTAA in toluene and the highest was recorded from samples with 2mg/ml PTAA 

in toluene. The champion device with PTAA HTL had an average PCE of 17.7% with a 

VOC of 1.04 V, FF of 79.61% and a JSC of -21.38mA/cm2. Devices with 2mg/ml PTAA 

concentration consistently had higher performance metrics compared to devices which 

utilized other concentration of PTAA. The EQE result for the solar cell with the 

optimized process parameter for the HTL was around 80% which means that a reasonable 

amount of the photons incident on the solar cell is being converted to electrons in the 

range of 400nm to 650nm which is within the visible range. This fact also elucidated that 

the device performs reasonably well in the visible range.   

 After the electrical characterization, the J-V curves obtained for all the samples 

utilized in this work were fitted with a two-diode model to calculate the values for series 

resistance RS, shunt resistance RP and the ideality factor through the second diode n2. The 

ideality factor through the first diode was fixed as 1 as there are two possible mechanism 

of recombination that could be happening in the solar cell, and an ideality factor of 1 

represents band-to-band recombination during low injection of carriers. As the method of 

fitting an equation with parameters for two diode required complex numerical method 
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which could be tedious and require complex calculations, a MATLAB standalone 

executable program was used in order to facilitate the calculation of the parameters. The 

champion device with PTAA HTL had an ideality factor of 2.2 with a RS of 3.09Ω•cm2 

and RP of 5.07kΩ•cm2. Moreover, the currents through the two diodes, J01 and J02, were 

calculated as 5.36∙10-17 mA/cm2 and 7.65∙10-8 mA/cm2 respectively.  

 A temperature and illumination dependent study of the device with optimized 

process parameters was done to investigate stability. It was found that upon changing the 

illumination intensity, the short circuit current of the device changes logarithmically and 

the open circuit voltage had a linear change. Moreover, upon conducting an investigation 

of temperature-based J-V characteristic in the regime of 134K to 374K, it was found that 

the VOC varied between 0.82 V (T = 134 K) to 1.02 V (T = 290 K). This could be 

attributed to the phase change of the hybrid halide perovskite absorber layer CH3NH3PbI3 

from orthorhombic (T < 165K) to tetragonal (T = 165 K to 327 K) to cubic (T > 327 K).  

 A light soaking and bias dependent study for the devices was carried out to study the 

stability of the devices. It was found that the devices degraded in performance when left 

in dark for a few hours. However, the process of degradation was reversible and could be 

changed either with light soaking or with applying bias. Upon light soaking, the 

performance of the devices was restored but there was a loss in short circuit current, 

which we hypothesize to be because of heating. The biasing in PTAA based HTL devices 

led to the recovery in performance which was caused due to ion migration of iodine ions 

in the perovskite absorber layer. To prove this, the activation energy was calculated using 

an Arrhenius plot with a magnitude of 220meV. This activation energy calculated in this 

work was close to that of the values found in literature for iodine ions.  
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 For further verification of ion-migration, EDX measurement was carried out by 

washing the device with DMF. However, no noticeable trace of iodine was detected 

which could be due to the count of iodine ions that migrate towards the HTL. 

Experimental capabilities beyond the scope of this research will be required to 

appropriately detect the amount of iodine ions. This is left as a recommendation for 

future work for the devices with PTAA HTL.  

 

Considerations for Future Work  

 It must be noted that there are some items that lacked exposure in this research that 

could be a recommendation for future work regarding the devices investigated here. As 

PTAA and ITO are both transparent in visible range, it is quite challenging to accurately 

model the ITO/PTAA stack using spectroscopic ellipsometry. Due to this, PTAA could 

be spin coated on Silicon wafer to reduce the backside reflection and correctly obtain 

ellipsometry data. There are some derivatives of PTAA polymer that could be compared 

to pristine PTAA by employing the same experimental techniques. Also, the ion-

migration is in perovskite layer, the layer could be further explored by either mixing it 

with other halides or adding ligands which have shown to passivate ion migration and 

increase device stability and performance.[81] Other experimental techniques such as X-

Ray photon spectroscopy and Tunneling Electron Microscopy could be used to 

investigate and verify temperature dependent chemical change of the solar cells. Further 

optimization could be done for ETL by varying the thickness of it or employing other 

known ETLs such as PCBM or Zinc Oxide (ZnO). Similar studies could be carried out 

employing these layers to further study the stability of the devices. 
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APPENDIX SECTION 

 The purpose of this section is to provide supplementary information about equipment 

and measurement specification for the characterization methods used in this research. The 

materials enlisted is given in order to reproduce the reported methodology and results.  

 

Surface Profilometer 

 The stylus profilometer used was the Bruker Dektak XT. The radius of the stylus was 

2 µm with a stylus tip force of 3 mg. All the scans had a length of 500 nm.  

 

Atomic Force Microscopy  

The AFM equipment model was the Bruker Dimension ICON. All the measurement 

were taken in “tapping mode” in normal atmosphere. The tip type HQ:NSC14/AL BS 

was used in the AFM which has an average operating frequency of 160 kHz with an 

average force constant of 5 N/m.  

 

Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy 

 A Shimadzu UV-2501PC was used to obtain UV-Vis data which supports 

Transmittance, absorbance and reflectance modes. The wavelength range permitted by 

the tool was 190 to 1100nm with a resolution of 0.1 nm. Sample measurement for this 

work was done in the range of  200- 900 nm. 

 

Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy 

 The SEM equipment FEI Helios NanoLab 4000 was used to acquire EDX 
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measurements. The acceleration voltage and beam current were kept the same during 

SEM focusing and EDX measurements. The scan voltage of 10 kV and a beam current 

0.34 nA was used for both sample type. 

 

Device J-V Characterization 

 The photovoltaic device produced for this work were characterized with a ORIEL 

solar simulator under AM 1.5G illumination. The J-V curves were acquired using a 

Keithley 2400 SourceMeter multimeter. A LabView program especially coded for this 

characterization was used to collect the data. The program calculated all the performance 

metric such as: FF, JSC, VOC, PCE.  

 

ARS Cryoprobe Station 

 Temperature and Illumination dependent J-V curve were acquired using Advanced 

Research System probe station. The temperature was varied using LakeShore 336 

temperature controller with He compressor in the intervals of 20K. The current-voltage 

measurement was acquired using a KEYSIGHT B2912A source meter. The light 

intensity of the Energetiq LDLS light source was varied using Optical density filters.  

 

Two-Diode Modeling 

 The standalone executable file was downloaded from the reference mentioned in 

two-diode section. The program allowed to input temperature and area of the device 

which for this work was 24°C and 0.0625 cm2 respectively. The user interface of the 

program is shown in Figure 41. The checkmarks on the left represent what parameters are 
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allowed to float. To fit the data into this model ,first, single diode parameters (J01, 

Rpar,Rser,n1) was allowed to float. Then, the obtained parameters were used to float all the 

parameters (J01,n1,J01,n2, Rpar,Rser) where n1 and n2 were guessed as 1 and 2 respectively.  

 

Figure 41: Standalone executable program for 2-diode fit 
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